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Congratulations and welcome to the future! You’ve successfully brought biology home and we’re so
excited to lead you on a mycelium journey, instructing you how to grow using Ecovative’s Mushroom®
Material technology!
The Grow-It-Yourself Lamp combines the art of making with the power of nature in a truly sustainable
fabrication process. Over the course of days you’ll be able to watch as mushroom mycelium naturally
grows and binds to the organic substrate provided in order to create a solid, lightweight and
surprisingly soft-textured lampshade. Through this experiential process, the user... you, gets to
become the maker, connecting with the act of GROWING your own goods!
It’s not just a lamp, it’s the future of design and you’re now a part of it!

Take the time now to review the growing process
and make a plan that best fits your
schedule. The full process will take about 11-12
days, and is divided into two main steps:
activating your mushroom material and growing
your lampshade.
Below is a timeline to best help you prepare for
the exciting journey ahead!
Activate Material

Grow Lampshade

Dry

5 days

5 days

1 day

the process
The material and growth process uses a natural hemp substrate that is combined with
mushroom mycelium, the vegetative root structure of mushrooms.
The mycelium then binds with these components and grows for several days in the
lampshade grow form provided. When the growth process is complete, the material is
removed from the grow form and baked in your home oven, ending the growth cycle.
The lampshade won’t biodegrade in your living room, but at the end of its life, the
mushroom material is fully compostable, returning safely to the Earth.
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before you start: prepare
Cleanliness and gathering materials

keep it clean!
To get your project growing you’ll be creating a nutrient-filled, moist environment that
is great for all types of organisms. That’s why it’s super important to keep everything
extremely clean, and don’t contaminate it with bacteria that could ruin your
lampshade. Make sure to thoroughly wash your hands, wear the gloves provided, and
never touch or breathe (or smell!) inside the bag - you might contaminate the material
before it starts growing.

checklist:
•
•
•
•
•

2 Tablespoons of flour or maltodextrin (any kind will do!)
1-1/2 to 1-3/4 Cups of water
Clips or tape to seal bag of activated Mushroom Materials
Disposable gloves (included)
lsopropyl (rubbing) alcohol wipes for sterilization
(included)
• Oven or fan to dry finished project
• Baking sheet

step one: activate
Add water & flour to activate your Mushroom® Materials

Before

After

Thoroughly clean your hands, tools, and your work environment before opening the bag
of dry Mushroom® Materials just below the seal.
•

Mix 2 tablespoons of flour with 1-1/2 to 1-3/4 cups of tap water in a mixing bowl
and pour into the bag of dehydrated Mushroom® Material.

•

Fold over the opening of the bag to make sure it is closed. Now shake it for at
least one minute, to get all material covered in the flour/water mixture.

•

While the opening is still folded over, make sure to leave the white filter patch
uncovered to allow air exchange, and seal the bag using tape or clips.

what’s happening?
Thanks to your vigorous shaking & mixing, the dormant mycelium will begin to grow,
absorbing nutrients from the flour and spreading root-like hyphae. As these individual
white strands grow from the moist particles, they’ll begin to intertwine, binding the
particles together loosely. As the days pass, you’ll notice the particles in the bag will
grow increasingly white as the mycelium grows to cover the surface and colonizes the
bag. You’ll also notice condensation in the bag as the mycelium respires, converting
glucose and oxygen into carbon dioxide, water, and ATP, just like humans! When all of
the particles have turned completely white after 4-5 days, your Mushroom Materials
are ready for the next step.

step two: fill & cover
Packing the lampshade grow form
Your mushroom material has grown out and are ready to be broken up into smaller
pieces and packed in your custom lampshade form. Fill the bottom of form with
material, lighting packing it together. Fill until just below the center hole. Next place
center insert into form to rest on top of the raised hole. Pack material around insert
filling the form to meet the top of the rim. Make sure that material is firmly backed with
no visible unfilled pockets. Slide grow form back in plastic bag and seal to let grow.

step three: wait & watch grow
Growing your lampshade
Allow the mushroom mycelium to grow! Keep lampshade indoors, at room temperature
and out of direct sunlight. Let grow without removing from bag for 4 days.

day 1

day 4

step four: pop out & grow extra day
Using gloves, remove lampshade from bag. Gently wiggle middle insert out of the
center of the form. Next turn entire grow form upsidedown and gently squeeze the
sides of the form to allow air to break the seal of the material against the form.
Wiggle, tap, squeeze lampshade from grow form.

Next, place grown lampshade back into
plastic bag. Fill bag with air so that no
sides of the bag touch the lampshade.
Allow shade to grow for one
additional day in order to get a super
soft and white surface of mushroom
mycelium on the outer surface.

what’s happening?
This step allows the outer surface of
your lampshade to grow an extra thick
layer of mycelium, making it fluffy and
white! You have the option to extend
this stage from 1-3 days based on
desired aesthetic.

day 5

step five: dry & bake
When you’ve reached your desired whiteness during step four, it’s finally time to stop
the growth process. Using gloves, remove lampshade from bag and place in a well
ventilated area, preferably on a wire drying rack to allow air to circulate underneathe
the lampshade. Let dry for 1-2 days. You can speed up the process with a fan.

Once dried, preheat home oven to 200 degrees and place lampshde on a middle rack.
Bake for 30 minutes. Carefully remove from oven and let cool. This final step eliminates
the mycelium’s ability to continue to grow and creates a stable and inert material.

step six: string light
Using the light kit set provided, tread the plug end through the hole in the shade,
going through the large, open side of the shade first. Thread the switch and entire cord
through until the shade rests on top of the socket and pops into place. Do not remove
the shade ring. Slide the plastic hook down the cord to approximate height to hang
from ceiling. Review hanging instructions enclosed for details on how to use hanging
hardware.
Recommended bulb: medium base, LED bulb, 25-40W equivalent

assembly instructions: table stand
For those who purchased the handmade table stand to convert your pendant light into
a table lamp, follow these simple steps to assemble the stand.

To purchase a sustainably made wood table stand visit:

shop.ecovativedesign.com

Lap and snap the legs together to create
an A-frame

Nested leg detail

Slide lamp cord between legs with
lampshade end coming out on top

Lap and snap cross bar to A-frame

Insert metal pegs into holes, pushing down
with your thumb or lightly tapping with a
hammer

Slide the long upright into the center of the
A-frame with cord positioned in the back
of the upright with room to move/slide

Cord is free of any gripping and runs
through the A-frame

Pull cord through A-frame enough to slot
the end through the notch at the top of the
upright

Pull cord relatively taught (without
straining cord) to eliminate any extra slack
running along upright

Wrap cord around the “X” of the back end
of the A-frame

Wrap cord around “X” a minimum of three
times

Recommended height of A-frame off
table surface is 1-3”

next steps: grow more lamps & share

You’ve got the tools, the know-how and now the experience in
growing with mushroom mycelium. Why stop now? Grow additional
lampshades using the same grow form. Mushroom® Material refills and
additional pendant cords sets, in a variety of colors, are available at:

Share your experience!

#igrewalamp
#mushroommaterials
#ecovative

